Technical
Rider
(indoors version
by van)

Dans
l’Atelier
Madness in the
Workshop

Stage area and required specifications (metric system) :
Beware : we cannot perform on an elevated stage ! However, if
you do have an elevated stage, please send us a precise floor
map and we will try to figure out a solution with you.
- Minimum dimensions :
4m (width) x 2,70m (depth) x 2,20m (height)
- Electric power :
1x 16A single-phase (standard domestic plug) 220V
- Tier required or improvised tier made of floor pillows,
benches, chairs, tables, etc.
➢ 2 rows at the same level maximum
➢ adults can stay standing at the back if needed
- Darkness
- Mantling of the set : 1h30 mn
- Dismantling : ½ h
- 1 stage hand to help (dis)mantling the set
- Vacuum-cleaning between every performance
Sound :
We are autonomous and bring
our own iPod which will be
plugged in our sound system
(through mini-jack) with
loudspeakers located behind
the set.

Lighting :
We are autonomous as well. The
actresses take care of the
light themselves during the
show. We only need a 16A
single-phase (standard
domestic plug) on stage right.

Chantier Frigolite Puppet construction workshop
Duration : 1 h
Beware : the workshop can only take place with people who have
already seen the show. In other words, audience members can
participate only after seeing the show, not before.
Number of participants :
- 25 (adults and children aged 8 and up)
after all-audience performance
- 30 min-10-year-old children (1 class)
after school performance
Please provide :
- a well illluminated space with sufficient room to welcome all
participants and tables
- 3 tables (2m x 1m) or 3 podiums (elevated at 80 cm above floor)
+ 1 small additional table
- for school workshops : 3 people in charge of co-animating
the workshop who are used to DIY-activities with children
+ if needed, one translator
- garbage bags and someone to vacuum-clean after the workshops

Technical contact: Amaury Bertels
amaury@toftheatre.be / +32 471 820 736

